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Bio
“When life hands you vinegar and hot peppers, make great hot sauce!” That’s how the oldest of three, born to a young

mom has lived. From humble Chicago beginnings, her teachers, church and family helped hone her love of talking all the

time, writing and performing arts. A natural born leader, she led dance crews in her youth, which is a trait that she exercises

in artistic, corporate and volunteering realms.

 

This former bank manager and accountant knew before she finished her Bachelors in Finance at DePaul University, that

she was truly an artist. So, she taught dance while on a corporate assignment in Ireland. Even while enduring hardships

and working a 9-5, she produced her Hollywood award winning solo show called, “Ask A Black Woman”, based off her

riveting podcast and YouTube series. After her talk, you will be charged to relentlessly persist in your project, from an artist

that is always producing a purposeful legacy.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Booking Info

Signature Topics
KILL THE CLUTTER & CREATE
How does a burned out banker become an award

winning artist? She killed the clutter: mentally and

physically, cultivating room for her practice to grow.

MISSION: To birth organized creators.

HOW TO MAKE IT WHEN YOU’RE BARELY MAKING IT

Limited time? Limited money? Limited support? She

knows how to make a labor of love happen, when she is

barely making it. She wants to show you how.

MISSION: To birth resourceful creators.

THE STRUGGLE IS TRILL: A CREATOR'S BLUEPRINT
Like any builder, you have to start with the end in mind.

Starting with the desired result, she will give you tools to

create your blueprint. You will be able steer the course of

your artistic legacy!

MISSION: To birth focused creators.

@mouthpeacestar

@mouthpeacestar

@themouthpeace

I  EDUCATE & ENTERTAIN TO EVOKE
CHANGE!

SANDERS

www.shanarasanders.com

speak@shanarasanders.com
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